A proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) method is used to establish a POD-based reduced-order finite difference (FD) extrapolating model with fully second-order accuracy for the non-stationary incompressible Boussinesq equations (NSIBEs). The error estimates of the POD-based reduced-order FD solutions obtained from the POD-based reduced-order FD extrapolating model are provided. The algorithm implementation for the POD-based reduced-order FD extrapolating model is given. A numerical experiment shows that the numerical results are consistent with the theoretical conclusions. Moreover, it is shown that the POD-based reduced-order FD extrapolating model is feasible and efficient for finding the numerical solutions for NSIBEs. MSC: 76M20; 65M12; 65M15
Introduction
Let ⊂ R  be a bounded and connected polygonal domain. Consider the following non- stationary Burgers equation and the non-stationary Navier-Stokes equations as is mentioned in [] . Namely, they are more complex than the non-stationary Burgers equation in [] and the non-stationary Navier-Stokes equations without energy equation in [] . They include a temperature field except for fluid velocity and pressure fields and there is a nonlinear coupling for the temperature field and fluid velocity field. Thus, establishing the POD-based reduced-order FD extrapolating model with fully second-order accuracy for NSIBEs has far more difficulties, but, more important, it is more serviceable, and more challenging than those for the non-stationary Burgers equation and the nonstationary Navier-Stokes equations. Though a POD-based reduced-order FD scheme with first-order time accuracy without adopting the extrapolation technique has been developed for NSIBEs (see [] ), it is also to test and verify only the comparison of solutions on the same time span [, t N ] and it belongs to repeating computations. The POD-based reduced-order FD extrapolating model with fully second-order accuracy here utilizes the given data (on the very short time span [, t  ] and t  t N ) to predict future physic phenomena (on time span [t  , t N ]) and has no repeating computations. Especially, based on the error estimates, we give guidance on the choice of the number of POD basis functions and a suggestion on when to renew the POD basis. This is a main improvement and innovation for method in [] . This article is organized as follows. In Section  we derive a classical FD scheme with fully second-order accuracy for NSIBEs and generate snapshots from the first few numerical solutions obtained from the classical FD scheme with fully second-order accuracy. In Section  we construct orthonormal POD bases from the elements of the snapshots by means of the POD technique and establish the POD-based reduced-order FD extrapolating scheme with fully second-order accuracy and lower dimensions for NSIBEs. In Section , the error estimates of the reduced-order FD solutions obtained from the POD reduced-order FD extrapolating model are provided as guidance to choose the number of POD basis functions and renew the POD basis, and the algorithm implementation for the POD-based reduced-order FD extrapolating model. In Section , a numerical experiment is used to show that the numerical results are consistent with the theoretical conclusions and we validate that the POD-based reduced-order FD extrapolating model is feasible and efficient for solving NSIBEs. In Section  we provide the main conclusions and present discussions.
A classical FD scheme with fully second-order accuracy
In this section, we establish a classical FD scheme with fully second-order accuracy for Problem I. For the sake of convenience, without loss of generality, we may as well assume that the computational field
. Let x and y be the spatial step increments in the x and y direction, respectively, t be the time step increment, and u
) and p n j,k denote the value of functions u, v (or T) and p at the points (
, respectively. Then the classical FD scheme with fully second-order accuracy for Problem I is established as follows:
where
Inserting () and () into () one could obtain the approximate FD scheme of the Poisson equation for p as follows:
Then the boundary values of the FD schemes ()-() are as follows: 
where · denotes usual norm of vector.
If only the Reynolds number Re; the Prandtl number Pr; the boundary value functions ϕ u (x, y, t), ϕ v (x, y, t), and ϕ T (x, y, t); the initial value functions u  (x, y), v  (x, y), and T  (x, y), and the time step increment t and the spatial step increments x and y are given, by solving the FD schemes ()-(), we can obtain the classical FD solutions u
, respectively. We may choose the first L group of solutions to construct a set {u
including N × m elements, which are known as snapshots.
POD-based reduced-order FD extrapolating model
In this section, we use snapshots extracted from the first fewer numerical solutions of the classical FD schemes ()-() to reconstruct orthonormal POD bases and establish the POD-based reduced-order FD extrapolating model with fully second-order accuracy and lower dimensions.
The sets of snapshots {u 
Since the order m for matrices
we may obtain the eigenvectors φ sj (j = , , . . . ,M s , s = u, v, p, T) corresponding to the nonzero eigenvalues for the matrix
. . , φ sM s ), we construct the four orthonormal POD basis functions (see [] 
Write
Then we have the following error estimates (see [] ):
Thus, ()-() are written as the following vector scheme:
whereF is determined from ()-(). Put
T , and 
) unknown values on each time level and has no repeating computations, is denoted by
, and
are obtained from () and (), the solutions for the PODbased reduced-order FD extrapolating model are given by
Further, the component forms of the solutions for the POD-based reduced-order FD extrapolating model are denoted by u * n
Remark  Since the classical FD schemes ()-() on each time level include m unknown quantities, while the system of equations ()-() on each time level (when n > L) only in- article, in fact, if one computes actual problems, one may obtain the ensemble of snapshots by drawing samples from experiments of physical system trajectories.
Error analysis and algorithm implementation for the POD-based reduced-order FD extrapolating algorithm
In this section, the error estimates of the solutions of the POD-based reduced-order FD extrapolating model are first provided for guidance to choose the number of POD basis functions and renew the POD basis, and then the algorithm implementation for the PODbased reduced-order FD extrapolating model is given.
Error estimates and criterion of renewing POD basis
It is obvious that when n = L + , L + , . . . , N, by (), () can be written as the following form like ()-():
It is obvious that the stability condition of ()-() is also (|u * n j+   ,k
Equations () and () can also be rewritten as vector form denoted by
Subtracting () and () from () yields
Subtracting () from () yields
By () and (), we have the following error estimates:
on the stability conditions of ()-() and ()-(), we have
M ≤ /. Therefore, from ()-() and ()-(), we obtain
Then, from (), we obtain e n ≤ ξ n and ξ n -ξ n- = M e n- (n ≥ L ≥ ). Thus, we have from () that
Since the absolute value of each component for vector is not more than its norm, by combining Theorem  with () and (), we have the following result.
Theorem  Based on the stability conditions (|u
n j+   ,k | + |v n j,k+   |) t ≤ γ , (|u * n j+   ,k | + |v * n j,k+   |) t ≤ γ , and  t ≤ max{γ - x  , γ - y  , γ  x  , γ  y  } of ()
-() and ()-(), the error estimates between the solution for NSIBEs and the solutions obtained from the POD-based reduced-order FD extrapolating model ()-() are denoted by u(x j+
where 
by extrapolating iteration and may act as the criterion for renewing the POD basis, namely, if C n (M) > max( t  , x  , y  ), the old POD basis is substituted with the new POD basis regenerated from new snapshots.
Algorithm implementation for the POD-based reduced-order FD extrapolating model
The algorithm implementation for the POD-based reduced-order FD extrapolating model ()-() consists of the following five steps.
Step . For given the Reynolds number Re, the Prandtl number Pr, boundary value functions ϕ u (x, y, t), ϕ v (x, y, t), and ϕ T (x, y, t), initial value functions u  (x, y), v  (x, y), and T  (x, y), the time step increment t, and the spatial step increments x and y, let
, solving the following classical FD scheme, for n = , , . . . , L:
with L × m elements (for actual engineering problems, the ensemble of snapshots is obtained from physical system trajectories by drawing samples from experiments), where
Step . Form the snapshot matrices A s = (s 
Step . For the error 
T , and
Solve the following POD-based reduced-order FD extrapolating model with fully second-order accuracy: When we take L =  and use Step  in Section . of the algorithm implementation for the POD-based reduced-order FD extrapolating model ()-(), we obtain from computing that
It is shown that it is only necessary to choose the first six POD basis functions. But when n = , the er- 
Conclusions and discussions
In this article, we have established the POD-based reduced-order FD extrapolating model with second-order time accuracy for NSIBEs and provided the error estimates between the classical FD solutions and the reduced-order solutions obtained from the POD-based reduced-order FD extrapolating model for guidance to choose the number of POD basis functions and renew the POD basis. We have also given the algorithm implementation for the POD-based reduced-order FD extrapolating model and a numerical experiment to show that the numerical errors are consistent with those obtained for the theoretical case.
In particular, in this article, we have completely improved the existing POD-based reduced-order methods (for example, see [-]), namely we do only use the first fewer given classical FD numerical solutions on the very short time span [, t  ] (t  t N ) as snapshots to construct the POD basis and establish the POD-based reduced-order FD extrapolating model with fully second-order accuracy for finding the numerical solutions on total time span [, t N ]. Thus, we adopt the POD method, being sufficiently advantageous, namely we utilize the given data (on the very short time span [, t  ]) to predict future physic phenomena (on time span [t  , t N ]). Its idea has very important guiding role if it is extended to weather forecast. The POD-based reduced-order FD extrapolating model with fully second-order accuracy and error estimates here are different from those of the existing POD-based reduced-order methods (for example, see [-]). Especially, if one uses the classical FD schemes ()-() including a large number of degrees of freedom to solve NSIBEs, there may appear no convergence after some computing steps due to the truncation error accumulation in the computational process; while if one uses the PODbased reduced-order FD extrapolating model ()-(), due to its fewer degrees of freedom, it can reduce the truncation error accumulation in the computational process and continuously simulate the development of the fluid flow.
Future work in this area will aim to extend the POD reduced-order FD extrapolating model with fully second-order accuracy, implementing it for a realistic atmosphere quality forecast system and more complicated PDEs. 
